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Kernels of generalized derivations 
TONG YUSUN 
The concept of generalized derivations is a natural generalization of the inner 
derivations. In this paper, the kernels of the generalized derivations will be studied. 
It will be proved that the kernels of generalized derivations of any order coincide 
with each other for several special kinds of operators. An asymptotic form of this 
kind of results will be obtained and a related theorem concerning compact operators 
will be given. 
Let frj be a Hilbert space and B(§>) the Banach algebra of all linear bounded 
operators in For A, B£B(%>), the generalized derivation 8AB is defined by 
(1) 5AB(X) = AX-XB. 
Correspondingly, for any natural number n, the higher derivation is 
(2) 5<&(X) = J (-1); A'XB-'. 
In the case A=B, we denote 6(Al by S(A\ 
It is easily seen from the following discussion that all of the results in this paper 
still hold if A and B are defined in two different Hilbert spaces, and sometimes we 
shall deal with this case. But for brevity, we restrict our statement of theorems in 
one Hilbert space. 
Obviously, ker SABczker S(Al for any A, B£B(§>) and « ^ 1 . In general, 
ker SAB5*ker For example, 
[Q ^J 6 ker <5^2)\ker SA, 
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1. The well-known Fuglede—Putnam theorem asserts that if A,B^B(§>) and 
A, B are normal operators, then the pair (A, B) of operators has the following pro-
perty : 
(FP) If AX=XB where X£B(%), then A*X=XB*. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that A,B£B(§), the pair (A,B) of operators has pro-
perty (FP), then 
(3) ker = ker <5 
Proof . It will suffice to show that ker S (Jl=ker SAB. Suppose that X£ker , 
then 
AX- XB£ ran SAB D ker dAB. 
For any Y£ker8AB, it follows from [7] that ran Y reduces A, (ker y ) 1 reduces B, and 
the restrictions v4|ran Y, 5|(ker 7 ) x are normal operators. Take two decomposi-
tions of § : 
= § = ran 7© (ran Y)->-, § 2 = § = (ker 7) J-©ker 7. 
Then we get decompositions of operators respectively: 
• M o ' X I - H o i ] 
where Ax, B± are normal operators. For linear operators X, Y from into § i , 
we have 
It follows that AxYx-YxB^0 from A Y - Y B = Y l Y l ~ Y l B l ¡J]. On the other 
hand, 
AX-XB-Y=\AXt~XlBl~Yl *1. I * *J 
From [1] Theorem 1.5, it follows that 
\\AX-XB-Y\\ S WA^-X^-YA ^ M = ||y||, 
which implies that 
ran <5,,Bnker dAB = {0}. 
Hence X£ier5AB. 
Corol la ry . Suppose that A,B£B(§j), and A, B* are hyponormal operators then 
ker d(Al = ker 8AB (n = 1, 2, ...). 
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Proof . In this case, the pair (A, B) of operators has property (FP) [7]. 
Of course, property (FP) is not necessary for ker<5^=ker<5AB. This fact can 
be shown .by the next theorem. 
Let -{/?(«)} be a sequence of positive numbers; We consider the space H2(P) 
of sequences /={ / (« )} such that 
11/112 = 2 i / ( « ) m « ) 2 -
H2(f}) is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
( / , ? ) = 2" f(n)i(rOP(nf-
We use the notation f(z) = ZKn)^ f o r L e t /*(")=<5«f Conseqeuently, 
fk(z)=zk and ||/tl| —P(k). Now consider the linear operator Mz oiF multiplication 
by z on 
CMzf){z) = z!(n)?+1. 
If sup Pik+VPik)-1^ then Mz is bounded [6]. 
Theo rem 2. Suppose that there exist positive constants cx, c2 such that c t < 
<jS(fc)-<c2, k=0, 1,2, ..., then 
(4) ker<5« =ker<5Mi, n = l ,2 , .... 
P roof . It will suffice to prove (4) for n=2. Assume that AT£ker<5^, i.e. 
MZ(MZX-XMZ) = (MZX-XMZ)MZ. 
Since the commutant of Mz is H°°(fi), so there exists cp£H°°(P), such that 
(5) MZX-XMZ = M,,. 
Denote il/=Xf0fH2(P). It follows from (5) that M ^ - X f ^ M ^ f o , i.e. 
X f ^ M ^ - M J , 
By induction, we obtain 
Xfn = Mnz\]/—nM<pfn_1, 
which implies 
(6) \\m ^ n m ^ i - m n . 
Write <p=2Q>{k)zk, then 
WM^-r = 2 p ( k + n - m m \ 2 s (cjc^wvv, 
WlW-Zm+rinUkW^ic^nW-
Hence ||(p|| = 0 by (6). In other words, by (5), 
MzX-XMz = 0, i.e. X£ker5Mi. 
ii 
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Mz is the unilateral shift if /?(«)=1 for all n. In this case, the pair (Mz, Mz) 
does not possess property (FP), since the commutant of unilateral shift is the set of 
all analytic Toeplitz operators, and the adjoint operator of an analytic Toeplitz 
operator is no longer the same kind of operators. 
By K(<o) we denote the set of all compact operators on 
Theorem 3. Suppose that A,B^B(9)), \\Ax\\ S||*|| hold for all x € § . 
Then 
(7) ker5<rinA:(S) = kcr5 i 4 Bn^(S), « = 1 ,2 , . . . . 
To prove this theorem, we should establish a lemma. 
Lemma 1. Under the conditions of theorem 3, if Y£K(&) and AY=YB, then 
ran Y reduces A, (ker y)-1 reduces B, and A\ran Y, Z?|(ker F)-1 are unitary operators. 
Proof . Suppose that the polar decomposition of Y is Y=UP where ker Y= 
- k e r P. Then 
U*AUP—PB = 0. 
Denote the spectral representation of P by P = 2 a i P h where a 1 > a 2 > . . . > a n > . . . 
are non-zero eigenvalues of P, _P,fj=ker (P~aJ). We claim that Pt9j re-
duce B, and B\Pi § are unitary operators. 
Take xiP x&. Then we have 
H*||2 = \\aiUxr SHAUxr = WZ^AVP^f = \\AUPx||2 = ||i>5.v||2 = 
= \\ZaiPiBx\f^a\WBxr^a\\\xr. 
It is easily seen that the above estimations hold if and only if B x ^ P ^ , and ||B*|[ = 
= ||*||. Since d i m P j i j o » , so B\P1§> is a unitary operator. In this case, from 
(U*AUP-PB) = 0 
we get U*AU\P1§>=B\P1&, hence U*AU\P1S) is unitary. Repeating the same 
arguement, we get the same conclusion for P2%>. By induction, it can be seen that 
(ker P)-1-=(ker reduces U*AUand B, U*AU\(ker Y)1 =5|(ker 7)-1 is a unitary 
operator. However, U is a unitary operator from (ker F)-1 onto ran Y, thus ran Y 
reduces A, and A\ran Y is a unitary operator, too. 
P roo f of T h e o r e m 3. It will suffice to prove that X£ker SAB for any 
Z£ker 1° fact, from Lemma 1 and 
A(AX-XB) = (AX-XB)B 
it can be seen that A1=A\P1§>, BX=B\P29) are unitary operators where Pl, P2 are 
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projections from £> onto ran (AX—XB), (ker (AX—XB))1 respectively. Moreover, 
it can be easily seen that 
5%Bl(P1XP2) = ô%(X) = 0. 
Thus from " the corollary of Theorem 1, we obtain 
W * ) = &A0&XPÙ = 0. 
Coro l l a ry I. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, 
(8) ' k e r ^ j = ker «5^ flA(§), « = 1 ,2 , . . . . 
P roof . Since A e x i s t s and it is a contraction, the adjoint operator of a con-
traction is still a contraction, so 
M*x|| S \\x\\, \\B*x\\ =s \\x\\ 
hold for all It follows from Theorem 3 that 
ker ô % t 0 = ker SA*B, fl 
We note that the set of all the adjoint elements of ker SAlB* is ker Therefore 
(8) holds. 
Coro l l a ry 2. Suppose that A,BeB(§>), A is invertible and 
then 
k e r ^ ^ n A ( § ) = ker«5 / < BnA'(§) , k e r i f â f ! A ( § ) = k e r 5 B A n * G & ) 
hold for «=1 ,2 , . . . . 
P roof . Consider ths operators 
Â = B = \\B\\-îB. 
We have ||Âx\\ s | |x| | , for all From the above theorem and Corol-
lary 1, we come to the conclusion. 
2. The Fuglede theorem tells us that if N is a normal operator, S is a Borel set 
in the plane, then Z Ç k e r ^ implies X£ ker <5£(S), where E(S) is the spectral 
projection of N corresponding to S. Does the asymptotic form of this theorem still 
hold? In other words, if NX-XN is "small", is E(S)X-XE(S) "small"? [2] 
showed the answer is "no" for the norm topology, by constructing a normal oper-
ator N, a Borel set S and a sequence {X„} for which ||Xn\\ = 1 for all n, and \\NX„ — 
—Â JVH —0 but ^ ( ^ „ - A ^ O S O l l ^ l for all n. However, we shall show that 
the answer is "yes" for the strong operator topology and weak operator topology. 
This is the following theorem. 
it* 
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T h e o r e m 4. Let N£B(H) be a normal operator, S be a Borel set in the plane, 
fyczB(§>) be a neighborhood of 0 with repect to the strong (weak) operator topology, 
K>0, n be a natural number. Then there exists a neighborhood of 0 with respect to 
the same topology such that 
if and ÔÏÏ\X)£r. 
Proof . First, we assume that n=1. It follows from a computation that 
(9) NkX-XNk = N^-'iNX-XN)^ 
¡=0 
(10) N*'X-XN*l= 'z N^-'Ç^X-XN^N*1 
>=o 
hold for any k, I. Multiply N*' from the left to the both sides of (9), and Nk from the 
right to the both sides of (10), add these results, we obtain 
NkN*'X-XNkN*1 = N*12 N^-'iNX-X^N' + Z N^-'^X-XN^N^N" 
i i 
since N is normal. Thus for bivariable polynomial p(z, z )= 2akizkz'-> we have 
(11) [X,p(N,N*)] = 
= 2 "ki(2 N^N^-'iNX-X^N'+Z N^-'i^X-XN^N^N*), 
k,l i i 
where we use the notation [A, B]—AB—BA for brevity. Since the addition of 
operators is continuous and the multiplication is separately continuous with respect 
to strong (weak) operator topology, it follows from (11) that there exists a neigh-
borhood such that [X,p(N, N*)]^ if [X,N]£fl and [X, N*]^. 
For iÇ, it follows from asymptotic Fuglede—Putnam theorem [5], that there 
exists a neighborhood f c f ; such that [X, N*]£rt if |i*||<is:, [X, N]£T. 
In this case, clearly 
[X, p(N, N*)}01. 
Since the set of all p(N, N*) is dense in the iv*-algebra generated by N with respect 
to the strong operator topology, we obtain the desired conclusion for «=1 . 
For general n, take Kx>-0 such that 
for all | |X\ \^K. Take such that if ô^(S)(X)e%. 
Now, take % (/'=0, 1, ..., n) as follows: 
n = < 5 £ ( S ) W ^ if i m i s K, 
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and Denote r = r n . If and 8 f (X)^ r„ , then 
But E(S)N=NE(S), so 
¿ i r ^ w * ) = 
By induction, we get 
o-
It is easily seen that 
<5£(S)W = c % for odd «, 
and 
W * ) = W ( X ) c for even «. 
Coro l la ry . Lei N£B($>) be a normal operator, K>0, « fe natural number 
¿e a neighborhood of 0 iv«7/i respect to the strong (weak) operator topology. 
Then there exists a neighborhood "V with respect to the same topology such that 
SM(X)€V if ||A1 <A and ' 9 
Proof . First, take a neighborhood ^ of 0 such that Take a 
m 
partition of o(N): o(N)= |J ot, where <r; are some disjoint Borel sets satisfying i=i 
if ||Z|| -<K, where C;€<rf. Then for fixed N1, using Theorem 4, we 
can get a neighborhood f o f O such that 5 N i (X)£% if H ^ H A , 
Hence 
SAX) = 5Nl(X)-(5N(X)-8Nl (X))& 
if \\X\\^K, 
3. Now, we generalized some results in Section 1 to an asymptotic form. First 
we should show that the corollary of Theorem 4 is still hold with respect to the norm 
topology. 
Lemma 2. Let N^B(§) be a normal operator, 0, n be a natural number. 
Then for any E>0, thereexists JJ>0 such that ||<5W(X)||<£ if \\X\\<K, H^WIIo/. 
Proof . Take a partition of <r(N) by a finite number of straight lines which are 
m , 
parallel to x-axis or y-axis, o(N)= | J <rt, where ot are disjoint each other, such 
¿=i L 
that 
(12) I I ^ W - ^ W H < e/2 
for HA"! ^K, where N ^ ^ c ^ i ) , c ^ , and 
(13) A < e/36K 
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where A = max diam a,Denote N¡=N£(0), we have 
where Xu=E(odXE(aj) . 
(14) bSl(X) = [(c-c^XJ = [(c,-—Cj) X^+[(c, — Cj) Xu]2, 
where the non-zero elements in [ are those corresponding to o(Ni)C]o(NJ)=0. 
First, consider [ ( C i - C ^ x ^ . Since is invertible if a(Ni)C\ff(NJ)=&, 
[3], so we can take f />0 such that 
(15) r, < (e/4m2) min {\Ci-Cj\¡l^/H |<r W ) Ha(Nj) = 0}. 
Obviously, 1 1 ^ ( ^ ) 1 1 if ll<5№)ll<tf- It follows from (15) that 
|\(ct-Cj)XJ Ic,-Cj\ | |¿ftV/ I I ( * y ) II - Ict-Cjm^Wr, < e/4m2 
if I I ^ W H g - Thus in this case 
(16) M c t - C j W M -= e/4. 
Next, consider [(ci-cJ)XiJ]2. We claim that ||[...]2||<e/4. In fact for any 
11/11 = 1, f=2fi where f=E{a^f we have 
ll[(c,-^) W l l ' = II 2z(ci-cJ)xiJfj\f = k , - c 7 n i V | | / } | | 2 . i j i j 
For each fixed j , the number of / satisfying a l H <7, ^ 0 doesn't exceed nine. Hence 
each f j appears in 2 i 22 a t m o s t n i ° e times. Since ||Ary||^||Ar||<A', and |cf—cy|< i J 
<2A in this sum, therefore 
||[(c,.-c7.)Ariy]2/||2 S 9(2 AfK2 2 UjV = 3 6A*K* < e2/42 
by (13). Thus 
(17) MCi-cJXyM < e/4. 
From (14), (16), (17) we obtain 115 (̂̂ )11 <e/2. Using (12), we get |<5W (*)|| < e 
if 11*11 <AT and 
Lemma 3. Let Nx, N2 be normal operators, K>0, n be a natural number 
®c B(§) ¿e a neighborhood of 0 with respect to the norm topology (or strong operator 
topology, weak operator topology). Then there exists a neighborhood "f~ of 0 with 
respect to the same topology such that 
(18) 5 H l N t ( X ) & 
if ||Z|| and d^(X)er. 
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Proof . Using Putnam's technique, consider the normal operator ^ J 
o n § © § . Denote 
MË9M-
<k is a neighborhood of 0 in ¿?(§ ©§) . From Lemma 2 and the corollary of Theorem 
4, it follows that there exists a neighborhood^ of 0 such that ô ^ X ) ^ if 
and Define 
If XeB(9,) satisfies \\X\\<K, then for we h a v e K , 
and ^ . V ^ J ç i r . In this case 
^ - [o ( h > f X ) ] ^ > 
which implies ôNtNJX)£'%. 
Theo rem 5. Let A, B*£B(?>) be subnormal operators, K>-0, n be a natural 
number, °U be a neighborhood o/O with respect to the norm topology (or strong opera-
tor topology, weak operator topology), then there exists a neighborhood V of 0 with 
respect to the same topology such that SAB(X)£^ if H-YH-K" and 
Proof . With no loss of generality, we may assume that thé normal dilations of 
A and B* are 
M i 2 1 - * - [ ' £ ) • 
Denote <# = JJ^1 | Then, by Lemma 3, there exists a neighborhood V 
of 0, such that S Â B ( £ ) e é if and ôfB(X)e"f. Denote r = J * °J<EirJ , 
then is a neighborhood of 0. For consider 
, = [ - ] . We have and 




From Theorem 5, we can rewrite the asymptotic Fuglede—Putnam theorem 
[4], [5] as follows. 
Corol lary . Let A, B*£B(£>) be subnormal operators, K>-0, n, m be two natural 
numbers, <%czB(Sj)) be a neighborhood of 0 with respect to the norm topology (or 
strong operator topology, weak operator topology), then there exists a neighborhood "V 
of 0 with respect to the same topology, such that 
¿%t{X)i® if \\X\\^K and ¿№(X)er. 
4. At last, we study the case when the generalized derivations are compact 
operators. 
Theorem 6. Let N, M£B(§>) be normal operators, X(LB($)), n be a natural 
number, 6%(X) be a compact operator. Then <5JVM (*) " compact operator. 
Proof . First we assume that N=M. Suppose that {f„}c5), ||/,|| = 1, w-lim/,= 
=0. We shall prove that s-lim dN (X)fn=0. 
Let £=>0 be an arbitrary fixed positive number. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2, 
make a partition of a(N) by a finite number of straight lines which are parallel to 
m 
x-axis or y-axis, o(N)= | J o„ where ai are disjoint each other, such that 
i=l 
(19) | | M A - ) - M * ) | | < e/2 
where NX=2I ctE(ad> and 
(20) A < £/24||Z|| 
where A =max diam o¡. Denote =NE(Oj), X-tj=is (a,) XE(oJ). We have 
(21) = [ S f l s j & u ) 1 
(22) 
M * ) / * = i ( c , -C j )X u ] f K = (2 (ci-cj^jfi,..., 2 (Cn-Cj)Xnjfi) =fkl+fk2 
where fk=E(oj)fk, fkl is the element each of its components is the sum of the terms 
corresponding to <r(Ni)(~)o(Nj)=f). 
By 2* w e denote the sum corresponding to fk2. Apparently 
l l / J 2 = Z*to-cj)x,jft\t = 2^2i\ci~cjnxijr\\fi\\\ 
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Since each / ¡ j appears at most nine times in the sum of the right side, so we get 
(23) ll/wil2 — 9-4-J211*112 < (e/4)2 
by (20). 
Now, let us consider fkl. We note that all of the (*,_,) are compact since 
¿ft (*) is compact. Besides, all of the 5NN which relate to fkl are invertible since 
o(N,)no(Nj)=Q in this case. Thus for these XiJf are com-
pact operators. From the structure of fkl, it follows that there exists K, such that 
(24) | | / J | < e/4 
for k>K. Therefore, from (19), (22), (23), (24), we obtain 
I I M * ) / J < £ if k > K . 
In general, N and M are two different normal operators. Similar to the proof of 
Lemma 3, consider the operators 
By the hypothesis, 
is a compact operator, it follows from what has been proved for the case N=M that 
W > - to ' ™ o m ] 
is compact, so is SNM(X). 
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